Influenza virus belongs to a wide range of enveloped viruses. The major spike protein hemagglutinin binds sialic acid residues of glycoproteins and glycolipids with dissociation constants in the millimolar range [Sauter NK, et al. (1992) Biochemistry 31:9609-9621], indicating a multivalent binding mode. Here, we characterized the attachment of influenza virus to host cell receptors using three independent approaches. Optical tweezers and atomic force microscopy-based single-molecule force spectroscopy revealed very low interaction forces. Further, the observation of sequential unbinding events strongly suggests a multivalent binding mode between virus and cell membrane. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal a variety of unbinding pathways that indicate a highly dynamic interaction between HA and its receptor, allowing rationalization of influenza virus-cell binding quantitatively at the molecular level.
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multivalency | adhesion | avidity | tropism I nfluenza virus is a highly contagious pathogen that causes annual epidemics in the human population. The viral envelope contains two spike proteins, hemagglutinin and neuraminidase (NA), as well as the proton channel M2. HA, organized as a homotrimer (1) , mediates the initial binding to the target membrane and the fusion of the viral envelope with the endosomal membrane. The crystal structure of the viral HA bound to its cellular receptor, sialic acid (SA), shows that the receptor-binding domain is located in the HA1 subunit (2) . The minimal receptor of human influenza viruses is SA coupled to galactose via an α-2,6-glycosidic linkage. The glycan topology of the human respiratory tract was shown to be very complex, but 2,6-linked SA has an overall predominance on glycoproteins and glycolipids on the surface of ciliated cells of the human respiratory epithelium (3) . However, HA interacts with at least three of the terminal sugars and thus, the pentasaccharide lactoseries tetrasaccharide c (LSTc) appears to be the receptor of human influenza virus in vivo (4) .
Virus-host cell binding marks the first critical step of infection. Hence, forces involved in this process are essential. Optical tweezers (OT) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based singlemolecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) provide powerful tools to measure these forces in biological systems (5, 6) . However, an assignment of forces to their underlying molecular interactions involved in these processes is difficult or cannot even be obtained by these techniques. In molecular dynamics (MD), time-dependent interactions between all atoms within a given system are calculated numerically. Force-probe molecular dynamics simulations (FPMD) extend this method by introducing a moving harmonic potential as a "virtual spring" acting on given atoms (7) .
We applied single-virus force spectroscopy (SVFS) to characterize the interacting forces between influenza A viruses (H3N2 and H1N1) and living cells. Our study reveals binding forces between HA and its receptor of approximately 10-25 pN. This and the observation of stepwise unbinding events strongly indicate a multivalent binding mode (i.e., multiple virus-cell interactions) to adhere the virus stably to the cell surface. Using FPMD we found that the receptor-binding domain of HA is very rigid and does not show any deformations during unbinding of the ligand, which does not argue for any cooperativity between HA monomers in binding. The observed unbinding pathways are diverse and contain zipper-like as well as all-or-none unbinding events. This highly dynamic behavior of the interaction was also observed by SVFS and led to a broad distribution of measured unbinding forces. Notably, we did not find a clear preference for binding of the probed influenza strains to one of the cell lines differing in the structure of the SA receptors.
Results
Single-Virus Force Measurements Using Optical Tweezers. Proteins show fast and strong adsorption on polystyrene (PS) surfaces (8) . We coated 1.5-μm PS beads with influenza A X-31 virions (Fig. 1A) . The coating was optimized to allow single virus-receptor force measurements (SI Materials and Methods and Figs. S1 and S2). One day prior to the experiment the cells were seeded at a density of 1-5 · 10 5 cells per petri dish. The virus-coated beads were added, trapped, and moved to a position 3-5 μm from the cell border. The distance and the speed were set and each extendretract cycle was repeated 1-5 times. We then changed the bead and the position on the cell. We chose clear and sharp edges of the cell to ensure that the bead was not in contact with filopodia or other cell extensions (Movie S1). The contact force was kept between 5 and 50 pN and the bead was retracted without delay to reduce the chance of multiple bindings ( Fig. 2A) . For CHO cells we found rupture forces of approximately 12 pN for a pulling velocity of 200 nm∕s. Similarly, for Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells we found a maximum frequency of approximately 10 pN at the same retraction speed. In contrast to CHO cells, for MDCK cells we found a significant amount of rupture events that happen at higher forces, with a maximum at approximately 23 pN, which corresponds to the virus bound to multiple receptors (Fig. S3 ). This observation might be a consequence of an approximately 30% higher amount of surface SA on MDCK cells (Fig. S4) .
To verify that viruses bind specifically to SA, we assessed virus binding upon removal of terminal SA residues by NA treatment of cells (SI Materials and Methods). Cell surface SA was labeled by binding of Sambucus nigra lectin (SNA; specific for 2,6 linkages) and Maackia amurensis lectin (MAA; specific for 2,3 linkages) and quantified by flow cytometry (Fig. S4) . In force measurements, we found that after NA treatment the rupture forces were
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This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. similar compared to cells without NA treatment, although the binding probability was strongly reduced by 60-70% of the control. This indicates specific interactions between the viral HA and SA residues. However, to increase the chance for single rupture detection we used CHO cells for all further OT measurements.
Varying the pulling velocity (v) led to a dynamic force spectrum. The loading rate was calculated by multiplying the retraction velocity (v) with the effective spring constant, k eff , where k eff is the slope of the force distance curve at rupture. Plotting the loading rate versus the measured rupture force revealed a linear dependence (Fig. 2B) . According to the theory, this dependence indicates that a single energy barrier is crossed in the thermally active regime (9) . From the plot in Fig. 2B , the separation from the energy barrier, x u , and the kinetic off-rate constant, k off , can be determined by fitting the curve to Eq. S1 (SI Materials and Methods). The values for CHO cells were x u ¼ 3.4 AE 4.23 nm and k off ¼ 0.12 AE 1.23 s −1 .
Single-Virus Force Measurements using AFM. Influenza virions from strains H3N2 and H1N1 were covalently attached to AFM cantilevers (10). We used CHO, MDCK, and A549 cells, and their surface SA composition was characterized by a lectin binding assay (SI Materials and Methods). Although MDCK and A549 cells clearly express 2,6-linked SA, CHO cells only express 2,3-linked SA (Fig. S4) . The cantilever was moved above a suitable cell and lowered until touching the plasma membrane. Force distance curves were recorded at various pulling velocities to allow dynamic force spectroscopy analysis of the underlying interaction. For both virus strains we found rupture forces between 10 and 25 pN. Interestingly, we did not find a clear preference for one of the studied cell lines. We observed single and stepwise unbinding events, which indicate the rupture of individual receptor molecules ( Fig. 3 A and B) . Rarely, we observed rupture events at higher forces (>30 pN), pointing at the simultaneous rupture of multiple bonds. Increase of the pulling velocity led to an increase of the most probable rupture force with a linear loading rate dependence ( Fig. 3 C and D) . Fitting the force spectra to Eq. S1 revealed the kinetic off-rate constant and the separation of the bound state to the energy barrier ( Table 1 ).
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the HA-Receptor Interaction. To investigate the structural and energetic determinants of the HAreceptor unbinding process, we employed force-probe MD simulations. As a starting structure we used the full HA trimer of influenza A X-31 bound to the cell surface receptors LSTa and LSTc (4) (Fig. S5 , Lower). In the simulations using nine different loading rates, the receptors were removed from the HA trimer in parallel, as well as individually, from each of the three monomers (Movie S2). Interestingly, the behavior and the mean peak forces of LSTa and LSTc are very similar (Fig. S7 ). In the following section we will discuss the MD simulation results of LSTc in more detail. Two orientations of the receptor with respect to the pulling direction were present. The receptor was either aligned parallel (receptors B and C in Fig. S5 ) or orthogonal to the pulling direction (receptor A in Fig. S5 ). In addition, because of thermal fluctuations in the equilibrium simulation that preceded the unbinding simulations, the three receptors owned slightly different conformations and, accordingly, slightly different interactions to HA. These conformations can therefore be considered independent for each chosen starting structure. In all receptor conforma- tions, hydrogen bonds formed between each receptor and four residues from the HA head groups: Tyr98, Gly135, Ser136, and Asn137. Depending on each conformation, additional hydrogen bonds involving other residues were present (Table S1 ). During the unbinding simulations we observed force profiles with single peaks (receptor B) as well as multiple peaks (receptor A and C) (Fig. 4, Top) . The length of the force profiles depends on the receptor conformation. In all simulations, considerably longer force profiles were observed for receptor conformation A. However, the initial receptor conformation does not correlate with the shape of the respective unbinding force profiles (Fig. S6B) . Further, the rmsd of all backbone atoms of each HA head group were monitored during the receptor unbinding and compared to the unbinding forces (Fig. S6A) . During receptor removal, the rmsd (Fig. S6A , Bottom) remained within their equilibrium fluctuations of 1.3 AE 0.2 Å (Fig. S6A , Bottom, gray area) and are not correlated to the unbinding forces (Fig. S6A, Top) . As a consequence, the head groups of HA can be assumed to be at least structurally unaffected, and we regard the three parallel unbinding events per single simulations as independent from each other.
Next, we analyzed the receptor-HA interactions. The Coulombic and Lennard-Jones interaction energies (Fig. 4 , Center and Bottom) show a strong correlation to the force profiles (Fig. 4,  Top) . At all force peaks-both from force profiles with single as well as with multiple peaks-a weakening of interaction energies was observed. Hence, force peaks can be linked to the rupture of receptor-HA interactions. In several cases we observed such weakening of interactions in the absence of a pronounced force peak (Fig. 4 , blue stretches for receptors A and C), indicating spontaneous receptor release. Furthermore, we observed different changes in interaction energies at individual force peaks. In most cases, a weakening of both Coulombic and Lennard-Jones energy contributions occurred. However, in some cases a more pronounced weakening of Lennard-Jones interactions reveals a partial release of the receptor from the HA binding pocket (e.g., Fig. 4, receptor C, transition from black to red) . This diverse behavior both on a global scale (single and multiple force peaks) as well as on a local scale (energy contributions) strongly indicates the presence of different unbinding pathways. Snapshots at several stages of the simulations revealed a broad variety of atomic interactions that stabilize the receptors within the binding pocket. As an example, the release of a receptor in conformation C was analyzed in more detail (Fig. 5) . In the initial phase, a set of six hydrogen bonds stabilizes the receptor (dashed, colored lines in Fig. 5I) . Later, the receptor gets extended, but is still held back by hydrogen bonds originating from the binding pocket (Fig. 5II) . During this phase, new hydrogen bonds are formed (e.g., Glu190, cyan) or existing ones get replaced by new ones (e.g., Asn137, blue). The rupture of hydrogen bonds (transitions from Fig. 5II to III and III to IV, respectively) is accompanied by a force peak (Fig. 5, Right) . In this example, a sequential rupture of hydrogen bonds in the order of Ser136 together with Asn137 at 17.8 ns (Fig. 5II ), Tyr98 together with Glu190 at 23.5 ns (Fig. 5III) , and Gly135 at 29.3 ns (Fig. 5IV ), leads to a force profile with multiple force peaks. Each rupture event of one or more hydrogen bonds causes a subpeak in the force profile. In contrast, the parallel rupture of all active hydrogen bonds causes a force profile with a single peak. In this scenario, either all initial hydrogen bonds are still intact or, contrarily, only a few hydrogen bonds are left after spontaneous rupture of the other hydrogen bonds without the occurrence of force peaks (e.g., Fig. 5, Thr187) . Further, a reformation of hydrogen bonds after initial rupture as well as the transient formation of new hydrogen bonds were also observed (e.g., Ser136 and Asn137, approximately 18-20 ns), often causing additional force peaks. This way, many unbinding pathways are possible. These depend both on the initial receptor conformation and the corresponding interactions as well as on thermal fluctuations during the unbinding.
Comparison of Experiment and Simulation. Evidently, the loading rate applied by AFM and optical tweezers is much slower than that necessarily employed in the relatively short MD simulations. Nevertheless, to allow comparison of the measured forces with those calculated from the simulations, we used a scaling theory (Eq. 1) that predicts logarithmic loading rate (or velocity) dependence of rupture forces over a wide range of time scales (11):
where k is the spring constant of the optical tweezer and the pull potential, and v P is the probe velocity. Otherwise, ΔG ‡ and x ‡ denote the height and location of the energy barrier, respectively; k 0 is the intrinsic rate coefficient; γ ¼ 0.577 is the EulerMascheroni constant; and ν describes the shape of the energy barrier (11). The last term accounts for friction effects at high probe velocities with a friction coefficient f R . The theory fits both experimental and calculated rupture forces reasonably well (Fig. 6) , and from the fit one obtain sΔG
, and f R ¼ 31.8 s. Deviations are seen at both small experimental loading rates that do not match the logarithmic slope of the fit well, as well as, to a lesser extent, high loading rates. Furthermore, although a stability analysis showed that the four parameters obtained from the above fit are well-defined, the parameter v for the shape of the energy barrier turned out to be much smaller than expected for an energy landscape with a barrier with a typical shape (for which v ¼ 0.1…2). Both observations suggest that different parts of the underlying free energy landscape govern unbinding at the two ends of the probed time scales. Although Table 1 . Separation from the energy barrier x u , kinetic off rate k off , and average bond lifetime τ off obtained from fits of data in Fig. 3 C and D the obtained parameters may differ at slow and fast time scales, we assume that the above complexity, reflected by the heterogeneity of unbinding paths and forces for fast unbinding, also holds for slower unbinding.
Discussion
We used AFM and optical tweezers-based force spectroscopy to measure the interaction forces between single influenza viruses and living cells. Despite the possibility of trapping even single viruses (12) , it is much more accurate to use a bigger sample carrier, which allows precise calibration of the optical trap. We coated PS beads by nonspecific adsorption, a common sampleprobe attachment method in AFM and OT-based force spectroscopy experiments (13, 14) . Here, the benefit of using spherical beads also involves limitations. The contact area between bead and cell surface is very large, which in the first place decreased the chance to detect single virus-receptor interactions. Hence, we used a low virus concentration on the bead. However, more specific and resistant attachment protocols have been developed (15) and, as a complementary method, we used an AFM-based approach. Here, influenza virions were covalently attached to the AFM tip by using a bifunctional cross-linker. Both methods revealed unbinding forces between 7 and 25 pN. These forces are much lower than the adhesive forces between polystyrene and proteins (8), ensuring stable attachment of viruses on the bead surface during the force measurements. The reliability of our optical tweezers approach is confirmed by similar results with AFM, which was successfully used previously to measure cell adhesion forces of human rhinovirus (HRV) and HIV (10, 16) . Dynamic force spectroscopy, by varying the pulling velocity, revealed the characteristics of the underlying interaction. We observed a broad distribution of unbinding forces, which led to an increased uncertainty of the values for k off and x u . This correlates with a broad distribution of unbinding pathways and rupture forces in MD simulations. The obtained values describe a notably weak interaction compared to other lectin-carbohydrate bonds like concanavalin A (17) or Helix pomatia Lectin (18) . Compared to surface plasmon resonance measurements (SPR) of the interaction between HA and fetuin (19), a highly glycosylated blood plasma protein, we observed dissociation rates that are about 10 3 times higher. Because high rebinding rates often interfere with SPR experiments, the detected dissociation rates can be drastically decreased. This is apparent in the case of multivalent interactions and shows the dynamic of this interaction type. Such differences between molecular and cellular dissociation were observed previously for HRV and HIV cell adhesion (10, 16) and underline the suitability of SVFS experiments to investigate binding between live cells and virions. For AFM, we used different cell lines and virus strains. The cells are characterized to contain predominately 2,3-(CHO cells) or a mixture of 2,3-and 2,6-linked sialic acids (MDCK and A549). However, for both virus strains we did not find a clear preference for one of the cell lines. Further, in MD simulations using 2,3-linked SA (LSTa), we found very similar force values compared to 2,6-linked SA in LSTc (Fig. S7 ), which agrees with the observations made during the AFM virus-cell pulling experiments. From NMR studies with purified ligands (20) , the dissociation constant of X-31 HA to sialyllactose was reported to be 2.1 mM (2,6 linked) and 3.2 mM (2,3 linked). We suppose that these rather small differences observed using purified binding partners may not become obvious under conditions mimicking more closely the biological situation, as in our study. Further, in a fluorescence-based binding assay we obtained similar results, indicating that both virus strains bind the probed cell line at equal amounts (Fig. S8) . We surmise that this is an intrinsic property of the HA-SA interaction, perhaps related to the structure of the cellular receptors exposing SA. It was shown previously that the unique environment of the receptor within the plasma membrane strongly affects affinity for the virus (10) . MD simulations provide detailed information on the molecular structures and unbinding pathways that govern the interaction forces. In free simulations we observed that each receptor takes a slightly different conformation, although hydrogen bonds between four HA residues (Tyr98, Gly135, Ser136, and Asn137) and the receptor were always present, which is consistent with previous simulations (21, 22) . These four amino acids belong to the base and loop 130 of the HA receptor-binding pocket and are highly important for binding to the receptor (1) . Mutation of Tyr98 completely abolishes red blood cell binding, which highlights the importance of this hydrogen bond to the terminal SA of the receptor (23) . The HA-receptor linkage is exclusively mediated by nonbonded interactions originating from Coulomb and Lennard-Jones interactions, which include Pauli repulsion as well as van der Waals attraction. Our analysis shows that these two regimes contribute almost equally to the unbinding force. Remarkably, the force simulations reveal a broad spectrum of unbinding pathways. The interaction appears very dynamic, including spontaneous release and rebinding of the receptor to HA. Zipper-like and all-or-none unbinding events were observed for all three receptors. These differences cannot be observed with experimental force spectroscopy, where single force peaks were detected during unbinding. It was shown previously that unbound LSTc in solution adopts multiple conformations, which are strongly reduced upon binding to HA (22) . This intrinsic structural variability of the receptor is also present in our unbinding simulations. Rupture of individual bonds gives the ligand some flexibility, allowing rebinding and eventual unbinding.
The time scale of AFM and OT experiments is in the range of milliseconds to seconds and confronts nanoseconds in MD simulations. By using all three methods we observed that the measured unbinding force increased with faster extraction velocity. We used a theory that predicts a logarithmic velocity dependence to compare the rupture forces observed in the simulations with those measured by OT at much slower extraction velocities (11) , and found reasonable, albeit imperfect, correlation between experiment and simulation. This observation suggests a more complex energy landscape of the underlying interaction, presumably with more than one barrier and pathway. This type of interaction was observed previously for HIV (24) . However, the structural origin and shape of the second energy barrier remains to be elucidated by SVFS at higher loading rates.
Materials and Methods
SVFS Using Optical Tweezers. For OT measurements we used the JPK Instruments NanoTracker (25) with a 1,064-nm laser (3 W). For calibration of the optical trap, the Brownian motion of a bead at defined laser intensities was measured. The power spectrum of the diffusive motion exerted by a particle in a viscous liquid and held by a trap of stiffness k can be fitted to a Lorentzian curve. This provides the trap stiffness k and, together with the detector sensitivity, the signals can be calibrated either in nanometer displacement or piconewton forces. The value of impingement force, ranging between 10 to 50 pN, was selected to promote single-bond formation between virus and host cell receptors. All measurement were carried out in PBS buffer at 37°C. SVFS Using Atomic Force Spectroscopy. AFM-based force spectroscopy was performed with an Agilent 5500 AFM combined with an iMIC microscope (TILL Photonics). The Petri dish with cells was mounted with the AFM, which was put on the optical microscope through a specially designed XY stage. Before force measurements, the cantilever with a nominal spring constant of 10 pN∕nm functionalized with influenza A X-31 was incubated in 5 mg∕mL BSA for 30 min in order to minimize the nonspecific interaction between the cantilever tip and the cell surface. Measurements were performed in PBS buffer at RT. After the cantilever tip approached to the cell surface, force distance curves were repeatedly measured with Z-scanning range of 2 μm, cycle duration of 0.5-8 s, 500 datapoints per curve, and typical force limit of about 40-70 pN.
MD Simulations. All simulations were performed using GROMACS 4.0 (26, 27) . The AMBER99SB force field (28) was used to describe protein atoms and ions; sugar molecules were described by the GLYCAM 06 force field (29) . All simulations were carried out in explicit solvent, using the extended simple point charge (SPCE) water model (30) . Lennard-Jones interactions were cut off beyond 1 nm. Coulomb interactions were calculated explicitly below 1 nm and by Ewald summation (31, 32) beyond that distance. The temperature was kept constant at 300 K using a Berendsen thermostat (33) with a coupling time of 0.1 ps. A Berendsen barostat (33) with a coupling time of 1 ps and a compressibility of 4.5 · 10 −a bar −a was employed to maintain a pressure of 1 bar. All bond lengths were constrained using LINCS (34) . An integration step of 2 fs and periodic boundary conditions were used (SI Materials and Methods).
